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Vardit Lightstone is a doctoral candidate in a Joint Education Placement Pro-
gram between the Germanic Languages and Literatures Department and the Col-
laborative Program in Jewish Studies at the University of Toronto and the Folklore 
and Folk Culture Program at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Her research in-
terrogates the folk literary genre of life stories and the ways migrants adapt folk-
lore to fit their new realities and to express hybrid identities. She received her MA 
from the Hebrew University for her thesis, “Tomás writes a book: Folk narrative style 
and cultural contexts in the Irish autobiography An tOileánach”. Her doctoral studies 
are supported by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada. 
Gesa Trojan is a researcher and educator at Deutsches Historisches Museum in 
Berlin, Germany, and a PhD candidate at the Center for Metropolitan Studies at 
Technische Universität Berlin. With her dissertation she investigates Jewish food as 
urban heritage in Toronto during the first half of the 20th century. 
Joshua Tapper is a PhD student in the Department of History at Stanford Univer-
sity. His research focuses on the reconstruction of Jewish communal life in the Soviet 
Union during the late 1980s and early 1990s. 
Daniel Rickenbacher is a Kreitman postdoctoral fellow at the Ben-Gurion 
Research Institute for the Study of Israel and Zionism at Ben Gurion University and 
a former research associate at the Concordia Institute for Canadian Jewish Studies 
in Montreal. He works in the fields of contemporary history, international politics 
and security studies. Daniel Rickenbacher studied History, Religion and Political 
Science in Zurich, Basel, and Jerusalem and received a PhD from the University of 
Zurich. From 2014 to 2018, Daniel Rickenbacher was a research assistant at the Chair 
of Strategic Studies the Swiss Military Academy at the ETH Zurich. 
Nadine Ijaz is a Postdoctoral Fellow cross-listed to the University of Toronto’s 
Faculty of Pharmacy and Department of Sociology. Her trans-disciplinary research, 
focused in the health field, addresses the translation of traditional and indigenous 
knowledges into policy, pedagogy and research methodology. In 2018 and 2019, she 
was distinguished with two teaching awards at McMaster University in relation to 
her undergraduate course on Food Justice. 
Paige Mawson graduated from McMaster University’s Arts & Science Program in 
2019. Pursuing her interest in pedagogy and epistemology, she will begin a Master’s 
Degree at the University of Toronto in September 2020. In future, she hopes to 
pursue an academic career paired with hands-on farming and equestrian initiatives.
